Br-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-Mercury Dips To Record Low

A most striking example of the polar air borne from the north was causing a marked drop in the temperature in Panola County on Tuesday. A blizzard was reported in parts of West Texas and the snow that fell in the Panola County area brought a decided chill to the region. The low temperature on Tuesday morning was around 12 degrees below zero in some areas of the county. The cold weather was accompanied by winds from the north, making it feel even colder than it actually was. The wind chills brought the temperature to near 15 degrees below zero in some parts of the county.

A similar weather pattern was expected to continue into the week, with the cold front moving through the region. The National Weather Service in Shreveport, Louisiana, issued a winter weather advisory for the area, warning of the potential for freezing temperatures and slippery road conditions. The advisory was in effect from Tuesday morning through Thursday evening.

Construction Record Reached

New Business Makes Difference

Over the past year, the construction industry in the Panola County area has been booming, with several new businesses starting operations. The latest to join the list is a new restaurant that has opened in downtown Carthage, offering a variety of dishes to satisfy any craving. The restaurant's owner, John Smith, commented on the positive impact of the new business on the local economy, saying, "We've seen a significant increase in foot traffic since we opened, and it's been a great addition to the downtown area." Smith added that the restaurant had already received several positive reviews from customers, who praised the quality of the food and the service.

Santa Arrives Monday

Christmas Parade Scheduled For 6:45

Although Christmas is still a few weeks away, the Carthage Chamber of Commerce has already started planning for the annual Christmas parade. This year, the parade will take place on Monday, December 2, at 6:45 p.m. in downtown Carthage, with a special appearance by Santa Claus. The parade will feature floats, music, and performances from local organizations, including the Carthage High School marching band. The parade will start at the square and proceed down Main Street, with speeches and activities to follow.

City Commission Okays Zoning, Parking Matters

The Carthage City Commission held a meeting on Wednesday, November 30, to discuss zoning and parking issues. The commission approved a new zoning ordinance that will classify different areas of the city into distinct zones, allowing for more regulated development. The commission also discussed a new parking plan that will provide more parking options in downtown Carthage. The plan includes the construction of a new parking garage and the expansion of existing lots. The commission will continue to hold public hearings to gather feedback on the proposals.
Dee's

DO IT, NOW!

Editorsials

Viewers Needed

As impressive work is certainly the one shown in the recent display by the Boy Scouts of America. The display, which was held at the Central High School in Dubuque, was well attended and the group were on hand to answer questions and discuss the work. The display included models of various projects, such as a model of a bridge, a model of a house, and a model of a windmill. The group also had a variety of tools and materials on display, showing the process of making the models.

Peru Trouble

'By popular demand' delayed until extended through Saturday, December 3, 1978.

People Of Dubuque

"Sale! 100% Polyester
Ladies' Coordinates

Values 20% Off
Reg. 1st price

Select From
Solid Or
Plaids

Fashionable
Blankets
Twin 21.99
Double 22.99

New Warning

Out Of The Past

First time ever-
Super Look Brief
SALE!
off suggested retail price when you buy 2'

This SEASON'S FAVORITE...
VESTED SUITS
OF DOUBLE-KNIT
Regular 75%-100% & 125%
Through Saturday 30% Off List Price

THE FAMILY WATCHMAN

WINSOME LEISURE TIME FAVORITES

LADIES' GOWN
TWIN 688
DOUBLE 788

"Charge It" And Save!

WOTWEDAY, November 2, 1978

WOW-

WINSOME LEISURE TIME FAVORITES

LADIES' GOWN

TWIN 688
DOUBLE 788

"Charge It" And Save!
M&M TOGGERY

For
Bobby The Kid...
Johnny The Kid...
Tommy The Kid...
Sammy The Kid...
Teddy The Kid...
Jimmy The Kid...
Randy The Kid...
Ryan The Kid...

M&M TOGGERY

Williams Named To All-District Squad

All District Team

Brownsboro Upsets Carthage

'Jackets Sting Kittens

Dragons Slip Past Dogs

Pine Tree Falls, 35-14

Leopards Eliminate Bucs
Ponies Drop Two in Lee Classic

B’ville Whips EF With Defense

Balanced Attack Leads EF To Victory Over Lady Cat JV

PANOLA LUMBER AND HARDWARE

SAVE $3 to $5!
Make Your Best Ever With The Best...
Black & Decker Power Tools

SAVE $3
71/4" Circular Saw
Regular $12
1699

SAVE 54
3/8" Variable Speed Drill
Regular 1999
1999

SAVE 85
Single Speed Spig Saw
Regular 4999
1999

SAVE 25
Pad Sander
Regular 1699
1699

SAVE 55
Water Pik Shower Head
Regular 1999
1999

Eaton Pipe Insulation

MOSSI LUMBER, MANAGER

WOOD BURNING HEATERS

First Alert EARLY WARNING FIRE DETECTOR

ROOF VENT SEALS

$1.99

HOLIDAY brighteners
GIFTS FROM MATTHEWS

GIFTS FOR THAT SPECIAL GAL
IN YOUR LIFE
- Uggalla
- Cenza
- Darcys
- Pantovils
- Saks Fifth Avenue
- Accessories

See Our Complete Selection of Illuslieh Arden Cosmetics
Beautifully Packaged In Porcelain

GIFTS FOR THE HOME
- CHINA By Lenox
- CRYSTAL By Lenox or Franciscan
- POTTERY By Franciscan

Make Your Christmas Brighter
With A Gift From

MATTHEW’S
DRESS AND GIFT SHOP

132 N. Sabin
Carthage
Good Supply Makes Pork A Good Buy

Pork is 40 percent of all the meat consumed in this country, the largest share of any meat. It is a good choice for home cooking because it is relatively inexpensive and can be cooked in many different ways. Pork is also a good source of protein and iron.

Jeri's Moves To New Site

Jeri's, a popular restaurant in the area, has moved to a new location. The new location is larger and has more seating, making it a great place to host events. The menu remains the same, with delicious dishes available for all tastes.

RUTH'S SPORT SHOP

Winter Separates

Discover the latest trends in winter separates. New arrivals include skirts, sweaters, jeans, and coats. Shop for yourself or find the perfect gift for someone special.

TEX-TAN NAME BELTS
Names Embossed Free!

STOCKING STUFFERS

BRUT GIFT SETS

BIRDWELL'S

BIRDWELL'S

COATS 20% OFF

MEN'S SWEATERS

MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS

TEXAS & LACROSSE

GOWNS ROBES

PAJAMAS SCUFFS

LEATHER SHOES

LOWEST PRICES

FREE WRAP

HIDDEN TREASURES IN YOUR BASEMENT?

Tangents and Buonos Aires' are just two examples of the hidden treasures that can be found in your basement. These items are often forgotten or overlooked, but they can be a valuable addition to your wardrobe or home decor.

TEX-TAN NAME BELTS
Names Embossed Free!

STOCKING STUFFERS

BRUT GIFT SETS

BIRDWELL'S